There is something about Homeland that quietly infers that there is a place where problems that confront the home builder may be happily and permanently solved; where the obstacles to its revitalization may, by taking advantage of favorable natural and acquired advantages, be removed without much difficulty.

This account is taken from a brochure published by the Roland Park Company in the late 1920s, championing the qualities of Baltimore’s newest suburb: Homeland. In 1924 Homeland became the third Olmsted Brothers collaboration in Baltimore with the Roland Park Company.

Having previously served as the landscape architects and site planners for Roland Park and Guilford, the renowned firm known as the Olmsted Brothers Landscape Architects (OBLA), under the leadership of Frederick Law Olmsted, Jr., and John Charles Olmsted, had developed a close working relation with Edward Bouton and the Roland Park Company.

Homeland, like its two predecessors, was created from a large country estate. The Perine family had lived on and farmed the 391 acres since the early 19th century, and “Homeland” was the original name for their estate. There were orchards, meadows, forests, ponds, a mansion, a gatehouse, and various outbuildings. Today the old caretaker’s house still stands and is a private residence at the corner of Upnor Road and St. Albans Way.

When the property became available for sale after the death of Elias Perine in 1922, the Roland Park Company saw the opportunity for its next project in the north Baltimore suburbs. The boundaries of the neighborhood then, as now, were Homeland Avenue on the south, Charles Street on the west, Melrose Avenue on the north, and Bellona Avenue and York Road on the east.

Because the boundaries enclosed a single intact estate and the acreage was relatively small, the Olmsted Brothers in their design were able to create a village-like, almost insular quality to the new neighborhood. This quality is reinforced by the circumstance that Homeland is almost completely surrounded by acres of institutional land: the Cathedral of Mary Our Queen, Friends School, Notre Dame College, Grace Methodist Church, and the Church of the Redeemer. Only on its east side does the neighborhood come in contact with the grid of city streets.

Homeland illustrates several of the principles used by the Olmsteds in all of their residential projects: respect for the local characteristics and topography of the site; care for the pedestrian realm with a variety of public spaces; and a mixture of housing types and sizes.

Respecting the topography meant having roads and paths follow the natural contours of the land. What had been roadbeds for over a century remained so. Present-day St. Albans Way, St.
Dunstans Road, and Tunbridge Road were entrances and exits for the mansion house (the oval along St. Albans Way was originally the great lawn of the mansion house). Many of the other current streets were once cart or animal paths.

By modifying the grid pattern of denser urban development with more winding roadways, the Olmsted Brothers were able to accommodate the rise of the automobile in American society while maintaining a sense of relaxed domesticity. Like Guilford before it, Homeland was designed to accommodate automobiles, while Roland Park, developed earlier, had been designed for horse carriages and street cars.

Curving the streets accomplished several other purposes. As an advantage for the developer, streets following the natural topography of the land were less expensive to build because they required less cut-and-fill. For the landscape designers, winding streets enabled them to save stands of trees and important natural features; often a street or sidewalk would be re-routed to protect an important old tree. For the future homeowners, the looser, more natural curvature of the roadways allowed the designers to create a variety of public spaces throughout the neighborhood which knit the public and private spaces together into an integrated whole.

Foremost of these public spaces is a series of “lakes” along Dunstans Road and St. Dunstans Road. David Perine had six ponds dug in 1843, using the natural springs on the property to feed them. The Olmsteds retained the ponds and made them the centerpiece of the largest public open space in the new neighborhood. Although they are no longer spring fed, the “lakes,” as they are euphemistically called, are the heart and soul of Homeland. Winter ice skating, spring daffodils and cherry trees, summer strolling, and autumn foliage attest to the timeless design. Guilford’s Sherwood Gardens and Bouton Green are larger but analogous public spaces. Although Roland Park does not have a similar area dedicated to public use, many acres of surrounding property are owned by schools and churches, and as such, provide a public-like atmosphere for the neighborhood.

When the Roland Park Company developed Roland Park, its plan was primarily to sell lots rather than to build houses, but it did erect and sell some of the earliest structures. Part of the reason for doing so was to establish and control the kind and quality of development which would be allowed. By the time Homeland was ready for subdivision and building, there were enough design controls in place to assure quality and enough popular acceptance to ensure commercial success. Therefore, it was not necessary for the company to take the
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financial risk of building. Homeland was divided into individual lots and sold to private owners and contractors. This helps account for the wide variety of architectural types and materials.

When the first lots were offered for sale on October 11, 1924, eighty-nine were sold on the first day. After sixteen days, 248 had been sold. As a testament to the optimism of both the public and the Perine family regarding the development, the oldest Perine daughter built a house on Goodale Road and lived there until her death at age 90. Her son built a home on Tilbury Way, and her daughter lived on Tunbridge Road.

Housing types in Homeland reflect both the individual tastes of the homeowner and the relative range of the targeted market. There are grand and elegant mansions, many of which line the Charles Street corridor and are similar to their Guilford cousins. There are numerous smaller but still spacious and comfortable homes which appealed then, as now, to the burgeoning professional class of city residents. And finally, there are more modest cottage types at moderate prices for younger families. Many of the latter were located on a series of cul-de-sacs and mews along the already developed southern and eastern edges of the neighborhood. Middleton Court and St. Dunstans Court are examples.

What keeps the architectural variety in visual balance is a combination of concerned oversight by the developer and the use of covenants, a legal device pioneered by the Roland Park Company.

Homeland demonstrates the natural progression and maturation of the design abilities and sensitivities of the Olmsted Brothers. They were attuned to the emerging demands of the automobile, but its presence was accommodated in a graceful, neighborly fashion by the provision of space for cars at the rear of homes. The Olmsted plan for Homeland also demonstrated their appreciation of well-designed and well-maintained public spaces, while allowing individual expression in house styles and types.

There is a sense in Homeland that the difficult balance between rural and urban, public and private, group and individual, has been struck with care, and that it is in large part due to the physical planning and foresight of Bouton and the Olmsteds.